Major challenges of dynamic analysis approaches to specification mining include scalability over long traces as well as comprehensibility and expressivity of results. We present a novel use of object hierarchies over inter-object traces as an abstraction/refinement mechanism enabling scalable, incremental, top-down mining of scenario-based specifications.
Introduction
Scalability over long traces, as well as comprehensibility and expressivity of results, are major challenges for specification mining methods, which automatically infer behavioral specifications of a system from its execution traces. In previous work, various filters or abstractions were suggested to address these challenges; e.g., removing utility functions [3] , considering only triggers and effects [5] , etc.
In this work we suggest a different abstraction mechanism over event traces, based on hierarchies inherent in the architecture of the system under investigation. We consider inter-object calls as events. Given a hierarchy over the objects in the system under investigation, the concept of interobject becomes relative, and depends on the level of abstraction chosen. An event may be inter-object in one level of abstraction and intra-object (and thus filtered out) when considered in the context of a higher level. Thus, given a concrete execution trace, a hierarchy of abstract traces is created above it. In the maximal abstract trace, only events exchanged between top-level objects are considered.
We take advantage of static program knowledge to support stepwise program comprehension through different levels of abstraction. We believe object hierarchies are a use- ful and natural abstraction mechanism in many architectures, and thus its application to specification mining is promising.
In previous work [6] we used data mining methods for scenario-based specification mining, using a UML2 compliant variant of Damm and Harel live sequence charts (LSC) [2, 4] , of which scalability was a challenge. The key advantages of our current approach over the previous one are (1) incremental, scalable performance, and (2) intuitive, top-down layered results for program comprehension, broken down by hierarchies embedded in the system under investigation. Recent work on composition in the context of scenario-based programming [1] and the UML2 support for interaction refinement using lifelines PartDecomposition, further motivate our work. As in [6] , the scenarios mined can be viewed in any UML2 compliant tool.
In this abstract, we omit formal definitions and summarize technical details. We present our ideas using an example from Jeti, an open source instant messaging application.
Hierarchical Inter-Object Traces
Consider traces whose events are inter-object method calls; each is represented as a triple (caller, callee, method) where caller and callee correspond to different system objects. Fig. 2 shows an example of a concrete inter-object trace.
Given a hierarchy over system objects, such as the Java packages hierarchy shown in Fig. 1 , an abstraction function abs(el) that maps each element in the hierarchy to its parent is defined. For example, abs(ui.ChtWndw) = ui. abs(el) is naturally extended from an element to an event. However, when applied to an event ev, the (abstract) caller and callee of abs(ev) may be equal. For example: abs( ui.ChtWndw, ui.ChtSplitPane, apndMsg(..) ) = ui, ui, apndMsg(..) . In this case, the abstract event is no longer inter-object. We then use abs(ev) to create a hierarchy of inter-object traces. While the order of events is preserved, the higher the abstraction, the less inter-object events remain in the trace. At the maximal trace, only events between top-level elements are considered.
Mining Scenarios from Hierarchical Traces
Recall that we are interested in universal live sequence charts (LSC) [2, 4] , sequence diagrams divided into prechart (whose events are drawn with blue, dashed lines) and main-chart (red, solid lines). An LSC specifies a universal requirement: whenever the events in the pre-chart appear in the specified order, eventually the events in the main-chart will appear in the specified order. In scenario-based specification mining [6] , we are interested in mining statistically significant LSCs, which occur frequently in the trace and the pre-is followed by the main-chart with high likelihood.
Given an inter-object trace and a system's hierarchy, LSCs at various abstraction levels can be mined. We suggest the following steps: (1) abstract the concrete trace to a user selected abstraction level, (2) mine LSCs from the highlevel abstracted trace following [6] , (3) let the user choose a set of mined LSCs to be refined, and (4) the miner refines the mined LSCs by adding lower-level details; some internal (intra-object) events become inter-object and the miner expands the LSCs accordingly. Fig. 3(top) shows an LSC mined from an abstract interobject trace of the concrete trace shown in Fig. 2 . This LSC specifies that "Whenever a message is received, the chat window's title bar starts flashing and the message's text is scrolled in the title bar". The higher level LSC corresponds to inter-object between ui, backend and the two plugins titlescroller and titleflash. The lower level LSC (Fig. 3(bottom) ) refines the higher level LSC with additional events and more concrete participants. Note that the order of corresponding events is preserved between the two charts.
Discussion & Future Work
Mining scenario-based specs in the form of LSCs already involves a rather high level of abstraction, e.g., considering only inter-object events, ignoring infrequent events, and within a chart, ignoring events not explicitly appearing in it. This level of abstraction is fundamental to scenario-based modeling. Our work uses an additional level of abstraction.
The lower level scenarios we mine are more detailed than the higher level ones. Note, however, that there is no logical entailment (or trace language inclusion (see [4] )) between the more refined and the more abstract universal scenarios mined. Also, while following our previous work [6] , at each level of abstraction the modal scenarios mined may be sound and complete, the presented hierarchical abstraction and stepwise refinement method gives up completeness (but keeps soundness) for scalability and comprehensibility.
In [1] a strong composition hierarchy was used in the context of scenario-based programming. In our context this requirement seems too strong; we allow the use of any hierarchical structure as the underlining abstraction mechanism.
We presented the use of object hierarchies over interobject traces as an abstraction mechanism that enables scalable, incremental, top-down specification mining. Our work is general and may be applicable to different program hierarchies (e.g., component compositions in embedded systems, distributed systems), depending on adequate tracing mechanisms. Future work includes integration with [6] , a packaged tool, and case studies.
